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Abstract 
The waning of Oral Literature for Western Education methodologies in 

education of the young (youths) in Nigeria has caused more harm than good in 

the peaceful co-existence of Nigerians. Traditional Juvenile Education also 

known as Oral literature methodologies of education is the old age system of 

education in Nigeria. Western Education and its methodologies on its arrival, 

were imposed on oral literature and its methodologies, without consideration, 

thereby it swept off Oral literature methodologies from the system of education 

of the young Nigerians (Africans in general). Oral or Traditional Education 

was noted to be a major strategy or method in socializing the youths into 

responsibility, acceptable ways of life and the peaceful co-existence of the 

members of the society from of old. Today in the education of the youths in 

Nigeria, the tempo has changed. The use of Oral Literature is a forgone issue 

and replaced with Modern Education and its methodologies involving foreign 

literature(on demand or according to interest). This paper therefore calls for 

re-introduction of Oral Literature as a major method of educating the 

youths/juvenile today. This topic is discussed under introduction, overview, 

indigenous juvenile education, effectiveness, prospects, challenges, proffered 

solution through summary and conclusion to references.  

 

 

 

This research discuses Indigenous Juvenile Education for peace in Nigeria from 

the view of Traditional Education for the young [ i.e. children and youths]. The role of 

Education in the life of human beings cannot be overemphasized. It has endless lists of 

its functions in the life of man. Education moulds human beings into either a fulfilled or 

marred life.  It differentiates human beings from animals, moulds human knowledge and 

socializes him/her into an acceptable social norms and helps to create acceptable and 

peaceful society. In agreement with these facts, Adiotomre (2001: 91) opines that 

Education broadens the horizon of the beneficiary and creates the enabling circumstances 

under which such beneficiaries could take advantages of the numerous opportunities life 

offers. 

National Policy on Education (2004:1) in explanation of functions of education 

in a person opines that education fosters the worth and development of the individuals, 

for each individual‟s sake, and for the general development of the society. Education, 

whether modern or indigenous, functions to make one useful to both himself and the 

society especially when properly and positively applied. 
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Education is of old and for Africans, (Nigerians inclusive), it starts from the 

family by parents, as soon as one is given birth to. This extends to siblings, extended 

family members and outsiders who are members of the same community. This is 

Indigenous or Traditional Education. The child is not sent to four walls of classroom for 

instruction by a teacher but instruction goes to the child at home by people around 

him/her starting from birth. As he/she grows and develops, he/she is then sent into the 

community for further instructions according to the societal norms. This is called 

socialization and education. The methods of instruction at this stage are : oral, playway 

and drama and continues until the young matures into adult. This means that before the 

arrival of Western Education, a form of education called Indigenous Education was 

already in existence in Nigeria (ie. African countries) and peace rained. But Western 

Education swept off Indigenous Education from Nigeria. 

Western Education is a system of education introduced in Nigeria by the British 

people who came for trade purposes. It is a form of education based on British culture. 

Culture is people and vice versa. By sweeping of Indigenous Education which uplifts the 

culture of Nigerians (Africans in general), the culture of the people is swept off and 

replaced by another culture which is British culture. This exchange of culture through 

introduction of western education or written literature is one of the major challenges of 

education in Nigeria which affects the nation adversely. Nigerians find it difficult to put 

on British culture in Nigeria as Nigerian culture. This is one of the challenges Nigerians 

encounter and is affecting both the people‟s and the nation‟s progress adversely. There is 

no peaceful coexistence. Certificates obtained in Nigeria have some questions attached to 

their usefulness because of examination malpractice and lots of them. Such were 

offshoots of Western Education through written literature. 

There is the need to address all these challenges of which the solution is to 

refocus on indigenous education for children and youths in Nigeria so as to root out these 

unacceptable behaviors that replaced the acceptable norms of the nation imbibed through 

indigenous juvenile education in Nigeria so that peace and progress will reign. 

Education of the youths in this nation, Nigeria encounters a lot of challenges 

which manifests themselves in the society in one way or the other such as lack of 

peaceful coexistence, lack of respect for life characterized by kidnapping and abduction, 

insecurities and others that ravage our nation without remedy today. This concerns the 

discipline of the youths because the youths grow to adult. This question, therefore, arises, 

How do Nigerians tackle these challenges? Or How can Nigerians solve these problems?  

The answer points to methods of education of the youths/juvenile which socializes them 

into the society as responsible beings. One of the causes of these challenges can come 

from the methodology of instruction. Indigenous Education applied  different 

methodologies  which one of them is the application of tales orally in teaching the youths 

which is commonly known as orality or oral education while modern education applies 

the use of written tales in teaching the young. The methodology of instruction can be one 

of the root causes of the challenges of education today made manifest through 

indiscipline. What we see today in the society is the unfolding of the fruits of the type of 

education received during the young age (i.e. youths and children). This paper, therefore 

refocuses  Indigenous Juvenile Education of the youths for better inculcation of 

discipline in the young (children and youths) in Nigeria, hence there was discipline in its 

era in those days. 
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Overview of Indigenous Juvenile Education 

Indigenous Juvenile Education is the type of education for the young that was 

existing in African countries before the arrival of western education. It has been an age 

long form of education. Indigenous Education is a process of Education whereby 

children and youths were socialized into the acceptable norms of their society through 

oral instruction using tales of different genres such as Drama, poetry, and stories. This is 

called orality in Education. It is of old (as old as Africa). It starts at birth by parents and 

siblings in the family. Indigenous Juvenile Education applied oral Literature as a 

methodology of instruction. 

Oral literature as a methodology of instruction implies the application of 

traditional tales orally in teaching. The use of oral tales of the past events or experiences 

to teach the youths in particular was a system of education our great grandparents 

applied to educate their children and youths moulding them into useful beings. 

Chinwe and Ijeoma,(2014 P.26) defined oral literature as a literary genre 

consisting of the oral traditions of the people in many communities.They opine that "it 

incorporates all that a people can be identified with".(Chinwe and Ijeoma, 2014, P.25). 

Emenyonu, (1978), in Chinwe and Ijeoma, (2014, P.25) confirms that literature 

is from of old and commonly called oral tradition or indigenous literature. He said that it 

was sometimes known as folklore but most recently called oral performances. 

Obiechina, (1994), in Chinwe and Ijeoma, (2014 P.29) pointed that the first real 

education and socialization process began around their mothers‟ cooking fires or after 

evening meal when they assembled to listen and participate on folktale. 

Isidore, (2010 P.83) opines that the removal of oral literature and its replacement 

with written and western literature depicts the removal of African literature and oralcy 

from methodology of education of the young in Africa, (Nigeria inclusive). 

Inferences into some previous researches on this study, considering its emphasis 

and output, reveal that Indigenous Juvenile education had a commendable and welcomed 

achievement and methodology of socialization of the young during its own time. 

 

Indigenous Juvenile Education 

Indigenous same as traditional, means originated from the society. (oxford 

Dictionary). 

Longman contemporary English dictionary defines Juvenile as young people not up to 

adult. This means adolescents or youths. Macmillan English dictionary also relates 

Juvenile to young ones below adults which also means the same as Longman. 

Education is a process of moulding behaviours to suit purpose of life for better 

progress. Education can be, formal and informal. Both of them socialize into acceptable 

norms of the society. 

Indigenous Juvenile Education therefore means traditional education of the 

youths. It can also mean socialization of the youths into the acceptable norms of their 

society. It is a system or methodology of education which originated from a given 

society for that society. It is informal education in the sense that there is no formal 

classroom for it but, can also be formal in the sense that there is an instructor (a teacher), 

a place (village square) and it was acceptable by the community at that time. 

Indigenous Juvenile Education, like Modern Education, serves as developmental 

mile stones, important protective factors against delinquency and involvement in juvenile 

crimes and has effects on the youths in that era. It is called Traditional Education 
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because it reflected the culture or the  tradition of the society. It is the process of 

education that  was in operation in Africa [African countries] in which Nigeria is one of 

them, before the arrival of Modern Education. Indigenous Juvenile Education therefore 

means traditional socialization of the youths into social norms of the society. 

 

Youthful Stage and Its Implication to the Study 

Youthful stage is a delicate stage in developmental stage because of its functions 

(vulnerability) in the life of the individual. In view of this, Akume, Gabriel, Amali and 

Ojogbane, (2oo8 P.1) Opines that youths refer to that stage of human development when 

the individual transits from childhood to adulthood. It is a period of transition from 

childhood to adulthood characterized by „I can I can‟ by the individual youth. It loosely 

covers the age bracket of 12 and 35 years. This is a period of life in which the individual 

bubbles with a lot of energy and thoughts. If this stage is not controlled by a Functional 

Education, can lead into a wasteful life. Youths need to be developed in various aspects 

of their personality and life. Indigenous Juvenile Education had and still has functional 

education for youths because with the knowledge they acquired from it, they fitted and 

can still fit into the society with one handwork or the other thereby contributed and can 

still contribute immensely to the national development in every nation, Nigeria inclusive.  

Youth occupies a strategic position in national development. Rimfat,(1999 P.1), 

in Akume, Alachr and Ojogbane (2008, P.1) maintains that youths are expected to be the 

pillar and Vanguard of accelerated development, reservoir of energies of the nation. If 

their influence to the nation is neglected, it can cause great havoc to the development and 

advancement of the Nation.  The implication of this therefore is that youth would 

translate to overall national development. Unfortunately, however, some of  Nigerian 

youths rather than contribute to national development (as they were left on their own 

without functional education), indulged themselves in antisocial ills without attendant 

consequences such as indiscipline, arson armed, assault, rape, ritual practices, cultism, 

examination malpractice, drug abuse and pushing, and political thuggery etc. Had it been 

that modern education incorporated the traditional educational methodology these youths 

(the modern young graduates) involved in these social ills will fit into the society being 

gainfully employed. The menace in the society now would have been curbed. This is to 

say that Indigenous Education of the juvenile gave functional education to their youths, 

unlike the modern education of our days despite the written literature and foreign culture. 

Gunner, (2010 P.67) refered to Indigenous Education in Africa(Nigeria inclusive)as a 

period of orality. He described orality in African context as: 

"The means by which societies of varying complexity regulated themselves, 

organized their present and their past made formal species foe philosophical reflections, 

pronounced on power, questioned and in some cases contested power generally paid to 

“the word” language as the means by which humanity was made and constantly 

refashioned". He defined Orality or Indigenous Juvenile Education by the perspective of 

its functions. Oral literature was the method of teaching or instruction applied by 

Indigenous Juvenile Education in educating the ancient youths in African (Nigeria and 

Igbo) societies and culture. Through this Indigenous Education people regulated, 

controlled and organized their past, present, created and gave opportunities and actually 

educated their young(our great grandparents) into functional philosophical reflections 

which gave them impetus to the  empowerment of events. In reflection to oral literature, 

Emenyonu (1978), in Chinwe and Ijeoma (2014, P.27) posits that "the foundation of all 
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Igbo literature is the Igbo oral tradition, sometimes known as folklore but more recently 

known as oral performance".  It is also called traditional literature in indigenous 

Education because it originated from the people and carries the culture of the people 

along. Oral literature (the Igbo perspective) includes the literary aspect of Igbo oral 

performance as folksong, folktale, proverbs, prayers (including incantation), histories, 

legends, myths, drama, oratory and festivals. It is from these that the Igbo people derive 

and maintain their way of life. These they inculcated into their youths through 

Indigenous Juvenile Education moulding them into the fear of God and obedience to 

instruction. In those days when Modern Education, through written literature with 

„foreign culture‟, had not come into focus. Now that the Western Education arrived, 

education of our young ones is based on Western Education only to make reference to 

Indigenous Education or Orality Education. 

Western Education or Modern Education is a system of education of foreign or 

European countries introduced into Africa/Nigeria by the Nigerian colonial masters 

whereby the Nigerian young ones are been socialized into the acceptable norms of the 

foreign societies instead of African or Nigerian acceptable norms. One of the 

characteristics of western education is that its methodology of impacting knowledge 

includes both oral and written instruction but with emphases on written instruction and 

written literature, while Indigenous Juvenile Education applies and emphasizes orality in 

instruction. It socializes one into the acceptable norms of his/her society but the Western 

Education socializes the juvenile of this nation, through written literature, into foreign 

norms of the European countries where it was borrowed from which is not the immediate 

environment of the learners as specified in national policy on education of Nigeria. 

It is a fact that Western Education brought some helpful ideas to Africans 

(Nigerians inclusive), but some of them affected the continent [nation] negatively. For 

example, in methodology of instruction where Orality is swept under a carpet while 

written literature came into focus, Nigerian youths have learnt disrespect to elders and 

negative use of gun.Since the adoption of Western Education in Nigeria, the 

methodology of socializing the young [youths] in Nigeria has changed from orality 

which is the use of oral literature in teaching/education to the use of written instructions 

and written literature. Orality or Oral Education as a methodology of instruction implies 

the application of the traditional/oral tales in teaching. The use of the oral tales of the 

past events in educating the young is as old as African societies. It transmits the cultural 

ancient landmark to the youths. Chinwe and Ijeoma, (2014:26) defines it as a "literary 

genre consisting of the oral traditions of the people in many communities.” Despite these 

commendations of orality by many researchers, Nigerians allowed Western Education 

through written literature to wipe and take over the place of this system of education that 

emphasizes the culture of the people (culture the totality of the way of life of the people).   

 

Effectiveness of Oral Literature in Indigenous Juvenile Education 

The prospects of any venture are derived from its previous achievement. 

Achievement of oral literature in Indigenous Juvenile Education in Nigeria, the case of 

Igbo people, should not be ignored or dumped. It was effective in teaching all subjects 

(even sciences) as far as methodology of instruction is concerned. It is a truth that the 

eminent personalities of the Igbo people of old were not able to write or make use of 

written literature during their period of education but they were fully able to live an 

acceptable and commendable life and represent their people during their time. Gunner, 
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(2010:67) described Africa in relation to Orality ,"as a site of enormous, long and on- 

going creativity in relation to Orality as a vector for the production of social life, 

religious beliefs and constant constituting and reconstituting of society Ideology and 

aesthetics‟‟. This expression confirms the effectiveness and the importance of Orality in 

Juvenile Education in Nigeria, among the Igbo people.  

Oral literature produced effective result in disciplining youths in Igbo land: 

Youths apply criticism in the three genres- prose, poem and drama in exposing the evil 

and secret behavior and condemning any on-going evil in Igbo society through the 

guidance of the elders who were their teachers in such areas. In the coinage of sarcasm 

and irony of the on-going evil in the society, the young people employ fictitious names 

in them but reflecting exactly what is happening in the society during the period of 

learning. They will tell, act and sing it to the understanding members of the society. By 

so doing, the behaviours of the members of the society were controlled. On the other 

hand, elegy was employed to encourage good deeds. These were how Igbo culture come 

into reality and their society was sanitized. Discipline and peaceful co-existence were 

enforced through such acts. Also cordial relationship was fostered through this because 

people of their neighbouring towns were allowed to come in, either to view or 

participate, in the happenings in their society. Identification of who was who became part 

and parcel of the Indigenes, every stranger was identified. Honesty was held in high 

esteem. Oral Literature was able to teach the youths of old coherent talks. Great Orators 

were made through Indigenous Juvenile Education. Some of these great orators became 

their leaders politically, religiously, economically or otherwise. Indigenous Juvenile 

Education in Igbo society contributed greatly to the economic, sociological and human 

resources development. That is why their development in craft is outstanding etc. 

It also helped the youths in all aspects of personality (cognitive, affective and 

psychomotor) development. Igbos of old are more industrious than of the present.  

In maintenance of discipline, Indigenous Juvenile Education achieved inculcation of 

discipline to the youths. In those years help to elders and mankind is held at high esteem. 

Youths who do not give help to elders or anyone as at when due can be disciplined by 

any eye witness irrespective of relationship. Disciplining of children (youths inclusive) is 

a shared responsibility in the society of old. Igbos believe in the adage which says that 

“otu onye enweghinwa” which means that the child does not belong to one person. 

          Through the Indigenous Juvenile Education the culture of the people were 

preserved in Igbo land. The oral culture of instruction was handed over to every next 

generation including us. Though it has seized to be the method of instruction in schools 

today because of Modern Education parents still use it at home to some extent before 

sending their children to modern school. 

 

Prospects of Oral Literature in Learning 

This can be discussed from the point of view of usefulness of oral literature. Oral 

literature is good in nurturing mental capacities. It is a good method to nurture the mental 

capacities of the juvenile (youths in particular) to enhance their power of abstraction and 

logical reasoning as well as affective development. 

It can also help in refining their feelings, emotions and morals. Oral literature is 

a therapy to control anger. So it moderates such anger that can kill the interest of any 

learner in school thereby making teaching and learning very interesting both to the 

teacher and youths. 
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The transformational crisis peculiar to adolescent can be put into control by the 

use of oral literature as a methodology of instruction. Youthful stage, being a stage of life 

between childhood and adulthood is characterized with zealousness, abilities and 

assumptions of adulthood, need to be controlled and channeled into usefulness so  that 

they will be able to grow and develop into acceptable adults in the society. Oral 

Literature which applies relaxation reasoning and use of examples in instruction is the 

best that should be able to control and mould these youthful zealousness extacies into a 

useful adulthood in a given society. Gunner,[2010 P.67] commending the result of the 

use of orality or oral literature as a method of instruction in educating the young in 

Africa, tagged Africa „„the Oral Continent Par Excellence”. This shows the extent to 

which Africans (Nigerians inclusive) succeeded in moulding the life of their young ones 

getting them ready (for tomorrow), in previous years through the use of oral literature 

with culture inclusive. The society was able to be sustained with needed wisdom and 

knowledge, protected against political attacks, led by honest and God fearing leaders 

who were considerate in whatsoever that was before them, without Written Literature or 

Modern Education. As Indigenous Juvenile Education did it in those days, it can still do 

it now if focused and emphasized in Modern Juvenile Education where written literature 

will be secondary for the usefulness and purpose of modern information preservation. 

Oral literature gives pleasure, pleases and relaxes the mind with the way it 

expresses facts; for instance, the tales and the pun on words of the Language. 

Mohammed and Yabagi, (2008, P.47) opines that "it is an imaginative work of art which 

expresses certain messages through the vehicles of a highly embellished language which 

is peculiar and greatly decorated with artistic ornaments". Oral literature also plays a 

constructive role in improving the language skills (especially spoken language skills). 

Oral literature gives the learners opportunities to exposure, expression and open minds to 

air their view. Boldness accessibility to variety of syntax and vocabularies are also 

inclusive. When youths acquire such knowledge, it prepares them for all kinds of 

activities especially the leadership trend. 

Oral literature in the Indigenous Juvenile Education helped them to develop their 

thoughts critically (critical thinking) which makes them to evaluate issues in life and 

society for the benefit of all. It helps to kill selfish interest (selfish thought) and 

motivates the youths to develop ideas on communal benefit and defense. Little wonder 

the Igbo societies, before the arrival of Written Literature were able to produce people 

who demonstrated selfless qualities in leadership, who manned the society and achieved 

peaceful co-existence and progress despite tribal differences. 

If these qualities and knowledge will be inculcated into the people from the 

young age (youths especially) it can mould them into successful adults. No matter the 

sector of life they might find themselves in. 

Indigenous Juvenile Education improves the retentive memory of the juvenile. 

Facts are not truly written on hardware to be read but are stored in the brain. Indigenous 

Juvenile Education appeals to the domains of knowledge cognitive, affective and 

psychomotor because it involves reading, action and decision making because the three 

genres are involved. 

It helps the illocutionary force of an expression. Oral literature makes 

understanding of an expression and facts easy because the expression is not only said but 

also dramatized  and sang as poems. These make it louder, impressive and unforgettable 

in the mind. 
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Oral literature is used to expose and control evil, unacceptable norms and taboos 

in the society. For instance, in socio-political section, consequences of mal-

administration, corruption, ethnic chauvinism, etc.(Mohammed and Yabagi 2008 P.51) 

can be connected through oral satire. This was the method applied to the Indigenous 

Juvenile Education which kept them within their social norms. 

Indigenous Juvenile Education through Orality imputed great discipline in the 

youths. Disciplining a child according to  Igbo culture, should be a collective affair 

which means that it is not only the parents of a child will be responsible to correct 

him/her in the nation, but whosoever that is the eye witness of the scene of the 

indiscipline should have the right to correct the culprit. Oral literature, therefore, if 

brought back into Nigerian Educational system as a methodology of instruction, can still 

mould the Juvenile of this present generation into acceptable adults who will put to an 

end the evils of this present and future society. 

 

The Challenges of Indigenous Juvenile Education 

It is a fact that where effectiveness operates, ineffectiveness can also be there but 

provided that it does not overshadow the effectiveness. Oral literature faces some 

challenges such as:  

1. Documentation. The major challenge of Oral literature is documentation. It is not 

written (documented) in a soft or hardware as in Modern education but it is written in the 

brain (in memory). 

2. 2 Death can render the usefulness of the knowledge gained through it useless, a 

waste or invalid. 

3. References can only be made when he/she that knows it is alive.  

4. It cannot be read by another person except as directed by the owner. 

5. It cannot be moved from one point to another. 

6. It is not transferable except by teaching.                                                                                      

7. Oral literature makes references to closer environment. For example what 

happened within the tribe or next tribe where its knowledge covers because in 

those days, people do not travel so far out of their environment. It is limited to a 

particular environment. 

8. There is element of selfishness in knowledge acquired through Oral literature 

because of its limited environment. It is not concerned about what others do. 

 

Proffered Solution 

There is always solution to every challenge in life. Here are some possible 

suggestions to arrest the shortcomings: 

1. 1 Oral Literature should be re-focused in the Education of the Modern Juvenile 

in Nigeria. 

2. It should be made a methodology of teaching, especially in schools, starting 

from pre-school education. 

3. The use of video/cd-rom containing stories of Foreign cultures in teaching and 

educating Nigerian youths/juvenile both in classes and outside the classes should be 

discontinued and de-emphasized. 

4. Nigerian literature should be used to replace the Western literature in teaching 

Nigerian Juvenile. This will eventually end the teaching of Foreign cultures that bread 

wildness and corruption in the Modern youths of this nation. 
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5. Documentation has come to stay in Education all through, Nigeria inclusive, but 

it should not stop the use of Oral Literature as a methodology in teaching. Therefore 

teaching Oral Literature as an important focus in Education in Nigeria should be re-

emphasized. This will help to focus the Nigerian cultures and acceptable norms in 

education in Nigeria. 

6. There should be laws to prohibit the violation of these rules in the nation. This 

will deter foreigners and some Nigerians who would not want to obey these rules 

because of some selfish reasons. 

I believe that with these in focus, respect and peaceful co-existence in Nigeria will be 

revived. 

 

Summary 

Indigenous Juvenile Education also known as Traditional Education or 

Traditional Juvenile Education is a system of education the traditional African societies 

(including Nigerians and Igbo people), employed in socializing their young people (with 

emphasis in the youths), into the acceptable norms of their societies. As successful as it 

was, all the needs of their societies, at that time were taken care of with the knowledge 

gotten through the Traditional Education with the exception of documentation 

challenges. 

Documentation challenges, being the major challenge of the system of education 

did not stop the effectiveness and usefulness of Traditional Education even when 

Western Education arrived. Peace and tranquility reigned until the introduction of 

Western Education which brought in another system and methodology of education 

replacing Orality with written literature of foreign cultures which was strange to 

African/Nigerian cultures. 

 

Conclusion 

The fact about this topic is that introduction of foreign culture, through Western 

Education, in the form of Written Literature, swept off the African Traditional literature, 

which was a very strong method of socializing the youths/juvenile in Nigeria (Africa in 

general) into the acceptable norms of their societies thereby introducing foreign cultures 

which distorted the culture and expose the Nigerian Juvenile to ills and odds that are 

against the social life in their societies. Written Literature exposes and is still exposing 

Nigerian Juvenile to hidden aspects of life which their culture forbids and abhor because 

of their negative implications to human life in the society. Such opened doors to some of 

these challenges that tear the societies apart, which we experience in our nation today 

such as lack of peaceful co-existence. This paper, therefore, posits that Oral Literature 

should be re-introduced and refocused in teaching them Modern Juvenile in Nigeria and 

de- emphasize Written Literature so that the hearts of the youths in the nation be purged 

of the ills and the evils associated with Written/Western Education. This can revitalize 

the minds of the Modern youths with peace and the need for peaceful co-existence in the 

nation. 
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